The object of this paper is to present the development of the uncertainties of the parameter values produced by an algorithm for a mathematical model based on the spectroscopic signature of iconic conformations. Emphasis is given to including the systematic experimental error simultaneously with primary measured data and the use of fully determined solution of equations to unknowns. To demonstrate the details of finding the parameter uncertainties, the data from two independent publications are joined.
Introduction
There is a large body of research literature concerning the development of techniques using circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD) to quantify the proportions of secondary structures present in a target protein [1] . Usually the CD data are interpreted in light of a database containing proteins for which both the CD spectra and X-ray analyses are known [2] . Because CD spectra of the database proteins and their X-ray-derived secondary structure coefficients (decimal fractions) have no error associated with them, no systematic error can be found for the target protein. However, one method for determination of secondary structures postulates that a small group of CD spectra is representative of the secondary structure spectral signatures [3] . These spectra are icons characteristic of the component structures or conformations. The publication is of particular interest Open Access Library Journal for it shows experimental data and further some measure of the experimental uncertainties in the primary data. These uncertainties are sparse in the protein CD literature even though an uncertainty for each spectral data point is essential. Fundamental spectroscopic data should be composed of two parts: the mean value data and the associated experimental error spectrum over the same bandpass. It is the experimental error spectra that determine the error analysis for the model parameters and is central to quantifying the effectiveness of the model. It is the objective of this presentation to revisit the data set of Greenfield and Fasman [3] and to show how it can be used to provide an error analysis for the main secondary structures of a protein or changes in the secondary structure due to some alteration of a protein.
The mathematical model states that the CD spectra of proteins are equal to a linear combination of the spectral signature basis functions and the structural coefficients. The solution of this model usually employs linear least square (LSQ) of the basis functions to solve for the coefficients (or fractions) or factor analysis to use the coefficients to find the basis functions. The number of data points used to define the CD spectra corresponds to the number of points used to express the basis functions. These data are represented by rectangular matrices and the linear model as a matrix equation. The theory of equations generally describes the condition necessary for the number of equations and the number of unknowns as: 1) number of equations less than the number unknowns: under-determined, no unique solution, 2) number of equations equal to the number of unknowns: fully-determined, unique solution, 3) number of equations greater than the number of unknowns: over-determined, solution ambiguous.
Earlier researchers have employed the special adaptation to case (c) to simulate case (b) by using averaging techniques, i.e. using matrix rank reduction.
This process leaves CD-spectra that are "reduced" and the basis functions relate to these spectra, not the original data. The computed fractions correspond to the reduced components; there are no directly related error functions for the reduced spectra to provide an error estimate in the calculated fractions.
The most direct approach is to develop a solution that is fully determined by using the same number of spectra as the number of secondary structures. In general, the mathematical model is of the form: D BF = where the matrices: D = CD spectra B = basis functions F = conformation strengths or fractions of secondary structures (coeffcients) The fully determined solution is realized when the matrices have the same number of columns as the limited number of selected protein spectra. Since D is fixed, the product of B and F is fixed, leaving the choice of products between B and F. One equation with two unknowns gives no unique solution. What is needed is another equation in B and F for a unique solution. This second equa-Open Access Library Journal tion has not been articulated from first principles. However, if B and F were known to be related explicitly or are postulated to be related, a procedure can be developed to analyze a protein spectrum possessing the properties in correspondence to the initialized algorithm.
To fulfill the need for a systematic method to employ all the data in a way to determine how much confidence in the results is implied, a precise error func- 
Theory
Mathematical modeling of experimental measurements is the development of parametric equations that map the computed results into points with direct association to the measurements as a consequence of the model parameters. It is essential that the experimental errors are analyzed using the algorithms employed in sizing the model parameters to obtain their error estimates.
After the mathematical model for the measurements has been formulated and put into computational form, the solution starts by initializing the required functions and coefficients to set the algorithm for application to relevant target data. For the analysis of CD spectra to characterize the conformation content, the most direct approach is to develop a formulation that is fully determined by using the same number of spectra as the number of secondary structures or conformations. In general, the mathematical model is of the form
D BF =
The steps to solution were… B and F are postulated initially for the icons.
And since X = projectors, pseudo reciprocal to B.
The analysis is set for the postulated chosen icons.
Then XD = F is applied to the target protein database. 
Methods
This type of scientific modeling can be developed on digital computers using any was checked by running the equivalent generalized matrix inversion. The data type was generally double precision.
In the Results the icons are used to process proteins from the Compton and
Johnson database [8] (CJDB). Since CJDB proteins have no error associated with them it is assumed, in this theoretical treatment, that each protein in the database has the same error as the icons. Because the two components of this analysis, the icon spectroscopic data and a group of target CD spectra from the CJDB are from two sources, they require the normalization of the two to allow them to be used to demonstrate the properties of this type of modeling. All the spectra have to be made comparable in wavelength resolution, bandpass, and amplitude.
Since the Greenfield and Fasman data bandpass is less than the CJDB, all the 
Steps in Reproducing Methods
Just as everyone's penmanship is unique the same is true of one's coding. Validity-get same answer for the same test problem [9] . Our data analysis algorithm generally follows the techniques of linear algebra: matrices and digital arrays. While the input data used here is not new, it is published and shows some desirable features to illustrate concomitant data functions-primary point spectrum and it's uncertainty or error. The algorithm uses rectangular matrices to manipulate the mathematical model which frequently utilizes the singular value decomposition technique. Legendre's linear least-squares technique is used to express discrete data functions as parameters in a linear combination of basis functions/vectors. The relevance of this report is that it demonstrates the use of primary data error to predict the uncertainties in the parameter values.
The following are intended to help the reader develop this type of analysis algorithm for personal use. The outline shows the major steps employed in the algorithm:
Step 1. Preparation of primary data from literature 1) Spline interpolation of the three icon spectra to be congruent to the CJDB (or any database) b) Area normalized to the icons, HA, and myoglobin of the CJDB (amplitude normalization) c) Generate the empirical spectral error function of the data or proteins. d) Ensure congruency of all spectral arrays throughout the algorithm.
Step 2. Find X, pseudo-inverse of B, the three iconic spectra: Initialize 1) Compute XD = F and XE = dF' using projectors, X 2) Compute D = BF and E = BdF using least squares
Step 3. Results-parameters/fractions and uncertainties/errors. Compare results generated from a. and b. of Step 2 for the CJDB. (should be the same)
Step 4. Change mathematical model and initialization. Input data: Spectra of three selected proteins and their parameters computed in Step 2. (ie near) Yield new basis for initialization of algorithm. This step is repeated for another selection of the three proteins. (ie far)
Step 5. Compare the results from Step 4. Differences are small as input data are from the same data domain. You now possess a data analysis algorithm which can be modified to meet your needs.
Results and Discussion
The Greenfield and Fasman icons were used to process the CD spectra of the Table 1 ). Table 1 Comparisons between proteins and of (substantially) the same protein in an altered state (mutation, different solvent, etc.) are quantified using the relationships between P(t1), P(t2), the values of the parameter instance one and the value of the parameter at instance two and dP1, dP2, the uncertainties associated with the parameter at the two instances due to the experimental errors in the measurements.
If |P(t1) − P(t2)| ≤ |dP1| + |dP2| there is no detected change in the parameter between the two measurement instances.
If |P(t1) − P(t2)| > |dP1| + |dP2| a change in parameter has occurred in the two instances of measurement.
If no measurement errors are available, the experimental accuracy or model difference is at least ( ) ( ) P t1 P t2 2 .
ε = −
As stated above, this treatment can be applied to the same protein undergoing a change or entirely different proteins. Thus, in Table 1 In order to test the solution uniformity and adaptability a different initialization procedure was employed. Rather than using the icons to initialize the process a "near" and "far" set of results were generated by initializing with the proteins most like the icons (after treatment based on the original icons) and then reinitializing with a second set that is least like the icons (based on the original icons again). This required choosing three proteins of the database and their iconic fractions (so that the number of proteins equals the number of conformations and a fully determined solution can be obtained). The selection of the first set was made by finding the proteins having the shortest distance (Euclidean) between each iconic spectrum and their CD spectrum. Thus, it is no surprise that the first of this set, the protein with a CD spectrum most like that of the A or alpha helix icon, is 7-myoglobin. This process allowed the identification of three distinct protein spectra and their iconic fractions, called "near." The expectation of the results for this analysis was for a close comparison to the iconic result ("original"). To demonstrate the other extreme and to span the database, a second set of three proteins were selected having the greatest distance from each D. A. Haner, P. W. Mobley Original: conformation fractions of protein derived from using the three iconic conformations, Near: initialization with three proteins with spectra most like icons (e.g. after original treatment protein 7-myoglobin was most like icon A), Far: three proteins with spectra least like icons; A, B, and C are the iconic conformations; + or − is dF: parameter resolution; Sum is the sum of secondary structures calculated. Proteins of the database: 1-α-chymotrypsin, 2-cytochrome c, 3-elastase, 4-hemoglobin, 5-lactate dehydrogenase, 6-lysozyme, 7-myoglobin, 8-papain, 9-ribonuclease A, 10-subtilsin BPN, 11-flavodoxin, 12-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase,13-prealbumin, 14-subtilisin NOVO, 15-triosephosphate isomerase, 16-poly(L-glutamic acid).
of the iconic spectra, these are called "far." The far results were expected to show greater variations from the iconic analysis. The results obtained for these two applications (near and far) by the algorithm are presented in Table 1 
Summary and Conclusions
The most popular way of assessing the validity of a CD determination of secondary structure is to compare the computed or reduced spectrum to the original experimental spectrum [1] . The "goodness of fit" is often dependent on the way the data were handled [11] and has no consistent relationship to the syste-Open Access Library Journal matic error. Especially in the case of altering a protein, one needs to have a measure of the variability (precision indices) of the beginning and ending states to be sure that a change has taken place. It is this measure of variability that has been absent from almost all of the circular dichroism-derived secondary structure analyses.
Algorithm
The data shown in Table 1 
Model
The postulates of defining the basis function or icons and their strengths or fractions as distinct spectroscopic components are in effect saying that protein CD spectra are constructed from the superposition of these spectroscopic signatures.
These postulates lead to fully determined solutions that then lead to mathematical simplification in performing the data reduction of other target protein spectra. The identification of spectroscopic icons corresponding to β-turns, 3 
Error
Many researchers are satisfied that the experimental errors in obtaining the CD spectra are of no concern or are convinced that it would be impossible to express them in the final result. However, the experimental error spectrum is essential to quantifying the uncertainty in the computed results. The experimental errors are systematic uncertainties that bias the measurements due to faulty calibration of equipment and irregular fluctuations endemic to ancillary apparatus composing the measurement engine. These fluctuations are generally more pronounced at Open Access Library Journal wavelengths where the spectroscopic signals are the weakest, which are not uniform over the bandpass. They are frequently considered a weighting function.
Since in general the measurement error is composed of random error and systematic error, it is with measurement repetition that the magnitude of the error can be estimated. This might be estimated by logging an independent measurement spectrum of a unique species as an array for each of the n trials without any digital smoothing. Singular value decomposition is then performed on this data array. The singular values should indicate one very dominant value (rank unity). Thus the data are partitioned into primary factor and error. The compression of the reproduced two components of the original data gives the average spectrum and the error spectrum of the species.
Some error spectrum is desirable even if it is empirical and simple, for it acts as a gauge for marking the uncertainty interval on the variables. The comparable variable points lying within adjoining uncertainty flags are corroborative, while those with no overlap are not supporting. With no error bars for comparable points, the points must superimpose. If not, why?
Future Work
Due to the fact that fundamental data for the Greenfield and Fasman icons were taken some years ago, the CD spectral data need to be developed again using the current technologies and the increased bandpass of synchrotron radiation CD and to carefully obtain the corresponding conformation uncertainty spectrum.
The protocols and calibration procedures need to be articulated [12] and followed as proscribed by the biochemical societies, e.g. see Whitmore and Wallace [2] and Greenfield [11] . Also, concurrently, it would be helpful if X-ray crystallographic data could be generated for an aliquot of icon samples. This would furnish a gold standard set of data to initialize the mathematical model and to assist in extending the model to more icons.
Continued and future work will be to develop the mathematical procedures and algorithms required to extract the spectroscopic factors contained in a CD database without including related data from other experimental domains.
